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Generation as a Pragmatic Game
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B: I don’t have that. Do you have a
cluster of three grey dots in a triangle?
A: Is there a large black dot to the
left of the three grey dots?
B: Yes, let’s select the black one.

We focus on OneCommon [Udagawa & Aizawa 2019, 2020], a symmetric, partiallyobservable collaborative reference game. Represents a class of games [e.g. Haber
et al. 2019] that require strategic generation under uncertainty.
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We implement the referent prediction modules (Resolver, Controller, and Selector)
using structured neural CRFs. The Generator is a grounded sequence-to-sequence
module. All modules are trained on human—human dialogues (~5000 games) with
annotated referents.
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We compare our system to the past state of the art, an end-to-end neural dialogue
model [U&A’20, Udagawa & Aizawa 2020] by pairing with human partners on
Mechanical Turk. Our system obtains substantially higher success rates (y-axis)
across humans of all skill levels (x-axis, partner success percentile).

